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Abstract

This article analyzes the evolution of the number and volume of transactions of payment with
cards, the evolution of the value transactions at POS and cash withdrawals from ATMs,
registered in Romania between 2009-2014. Aim of the study is to represent identification of the
existing connection: A. between number of payments with cards and value payments with debit
and credit cards; B. between value transactions at POSs with cards and number of POSs
existing in the country; C. between value transactions of cash withdrawals from ATMs with cards
and number of ATMs existing in the country, registered in period of 2009 -2014, by using the
dispersion analysis (ANOVA) method .The results of this analysis showed that there is a strong
link between all variables analyzed. The number of transactions of payment with cards has
increased to 218.09 million RON in 2014. Although many Romanians use debit cards for making
purchases, credit card transactions are increasing. However the value of cash payments remains
considerably higher than the value of payments with debit and credit cards.

1. Introduction
In the last years, in Romania, there is a tendency
of stagnation in the number and value of card
transactions. The existence of the country's limited
acceptance of card payments and a traditional model
with cash payment to purchase goods and services
from merchants determine the population to prefer the
use of cash mainly to the detriment card. This situation
maintains a steady increase withdrawing money from
ATMs in expense increased number of transactions at
POS card. On the other hand, debit cards remain the
most common means of payment used by the Romans
unlike credit cards that record low sales.
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payment card transactions in the last 6 years? What
types of cards are preferred by Romanians to pay for
shopping, debit or credit card? How is the ratio between
the value of cash payments made by the population
compared to the value of card payments?
2. Literature review
For this study, ANOVA model was used in order
to test the equality between these variables:
A. The evolution of number of payments with
cards and value payments with debit and credit cards;
B. The evolution of value transactions with cards
at POSs and number of POSs;
C. The evolution of value transactions of cash
withdrawals from ATMs with cards and number of ATM.
This Anova model allows testing a connection
between a dependent, metric variable and an
independent, quality variable. ANOVA is a quantitative
research method [6] that tests hypotheses that are
made about differences between two or more means. If
independent estimates of variance can be obtained
from the data, ANOVA compares the means of different
groups by analysing comparisons of variance estimates
[8]. In 1920, the British statistician Sir Ronald Aylmer
Fisher proposes the use of ANOVA model to perform
some analysis. He coined the phrase "analysis of
variance," defined as "the separation of variance

1.1. Purposes and objectives
With this paper, we aimed to identify if there is any
strong link between these variables:
A. The evolution of number of payments with
cards and value payments with debit and credit cards,
B. The evolution of value transactions at POSs
located in the country with cards issued in the country
and number of POS,
C. The evolution of value transactions of cash
withdrawals from ATMs located in the country with
cards issued in the country and number of ATM.
This study also aims to provide answers to some
questions: What is the evolution of the volume of
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ascribable to one group of causes from the variance
ascribable to the other groups."[4] Fisher was very
interested in genetics. ANOVA uses Fisher's Fdistribution as part of the test of statistical significance.
Some of his famous papers include "On the
mathematical foundations of theoretical statistics",
published in the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society in 1922, and "Applications of Student's
distribution", published in 1925 [8].

3. Methodology of research
ANOVA model is used to test the equality
between three or more groups (using the F distribution)
[3]. In the case of ANOVA method, the analyzed
parameters values can be calculated or could be used
for determining them the EXCEL software.
3.1. Realizing the regression model
A. The evolution of number payments and value
payments with cards, registered in Romania, during
2009-2014 is presented in the following table:

Table 1. The evolution of number payments and value payments with cards
Value payments with
Years
Number payments with cards cards with a debit and
a credit function
2009
86.09
14,071.88
2010
102.18
16,210.77
2011
129.87
20,310.96
2012
157.62
24,286.52
2013
187.26
27,689.25
2014
218.09
30,836.10
Source: BNR, Analiza PCA, 2014 www.bnr.ro
The value of payments with cards a debit and a credit
function registered in Romania between 2009-2014
14071.87
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Figure 1. Normal probability plot - value payments with cards
B. The evolution of value transactions at POSs
located in the country with cards issued in the country

and number of POS existing in Romania, during 20092014 is presented in the following table:

Table 2. The evolution of value transactions at POSs with cards and the number of POS,
registered in Romania, between 2009 -2014
The value transactions at POSs
POSs
Years
located in the country with cards
terminals
issued in the country
2009
11,084.14
388,697.00
2010
11,729.07
411,956.00
2011
14,854.54
484,108.00
2012
17,967.89
497,250.00
2013
20,635.44
507,690.00
2014
22,769.43
520,197.00
Source: BNR, Analiza PCA, 2014 www.bnr.ro
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Figure 2. Normal probability plot - POSs registered in Romania between 2009-2014
C. The evolution of value transactions of cash
withdrawals from ATMs located in the country with
cards issued in the country and number of ATM existing

in Romania, during 2009-2014 is presented in the
following table:

Table 3. The evolution of the value transactions of cash withdrawals from ATMs with cards and the number of ATM,
registered in Romania, between 2009 -2014
Years
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Value transactions of cash withdrawals
from ATMs located in the country with
cards issued in the country
84,745.87
87,502.33
96,435.25
106,409.09
114,672.86
120,853.10

ATMs
38,296.00
39,933.00
43,068.00
43,757.00
43,397.00
43,350.00

Source: BNR, Analiza PCA, 2014 www.bnr.ro

Figure 3. Normal probability plot - ATMs registered in Romania between 2009-2014
For determining and analysis the connection
between indicators, it will be used the data from table
no: 1, 2 and 3 and it was applied the dispersion

analysis method (ANOVA – Analysis of Variance).
ANOVA method involves the following steps [2]:
determining the regression equation, testing the validity
230
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of the regression model, establishing and testing the
multiple reports, and testing the significance and
estimate the parameters of the regression model.

‾ Estimating the parameters for the linear
regression model: a and b
Linear regression model implies the linear
regression equation [2]. Regression equation which
shapes the connection between the value payments
and the number payments with cards is:
y = a + bxi

3.2. Determining the regression equation
A. The identification of the regression equation
which adapts the connection between number
payments and value payments with cards (with a debit
and a credit function) in Romania is supposed to follow
these steps [5]:
‾ Identifying the two variables: xi and yi
xi – factorial variable – number payments with
cards;
yi – resultant variable – value payments with
cards.

Parameters a and b are determined using the
least squares method, and n represents the
observations. In the Table 4, the intermediary values
necessary for applying least squares method are
presented:

Table 4. The algorithm necessary for applying least squares method
Years
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Ʃ

Number
payments
with cards
86.09
102.18
129.87
157.62
187.26
218.09
881.12

Value payments
with cards, with a
debit and a credit
function
14,071.88
16,210.77
20,310.96
24,286.52
27,689.25
30,836.10
133,405.48

x²ᵢ

xᵢyᵢ

7,411.45
10,440.70
16,866.20
24,845.58
35,067.96
47,563.25
142,195.14

1,211,445.08
1,656,412.24
2,637,783.66
3,828,157.48
5,185,211.40
6,725,045.05
21,244,054.92

Knowing that n = 6, result:
6·a + 881.12·b = 133405.48
881.12·a + 142195.14·b = 21244054.92
so: a = 3269.20 and b = 129.14
The regression line is: y = 3269.20 + 129.14·xᵢ
approximately 129 million ron when the number
payments increase with 1 million ron.
B. The identification of the regression equation
which adapts the connection between value
transactions at POSs with cards and number of POS
supposed to follow these steps:
‾ Identifying the two variables: xi and yi
xi – factorial variable – value transactions at POSs
with cards;
yi – resultant variable – number of POS.
‾ Estimating the parameters for the linear
regression model: a and b

The a free term indicates the value of resulting
variable when all unessential factors have a constant
action. In other words, a = 3269.20 indicates the
medium level of the value payments with cards variable
determined through the other factors influences less
number payments with cards. The positive value of the
regression (b) indicates the fact that there is a direct
connection between the number payments and the
value payments with cards, the both variables
modifying in the same direction. The value of
regression quotient b = 129.14 > 0 reveals the fact that
the value payments with cards, increases with
231
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In the Table 5, the intermediary values necessary for applying least squares method are presented:
Table 5. The algorithm necessary for applying least squares method
The value transactions at POSs located in the
country with cards issued in the country
2009
11,084.14
2010
11,729.07
2011
14,854.54
2012
17,967.89
2013
20,635.44
2014
22,769.43
99,040.51
Ʃ
Knowing that n = 6, result:
6·a + 99040.51·b = 2809898.00
99040.51·a + 1748200089.31·b = 47586964889.09

Years

POSs
x²ᵢ
xᵢyᵢ
terminals
388,697.00
122,858,157.15
4,308,371,923.66
411,956.00
137,571,121.14
4,831,861,429.54
484,108.00
220,657,383.74
7,191,202,059.78
497,250.00
322,845,134.11
8,934,534,175.09
507,690.00
425,821,350.64 10,476,406,123.31
520,197.00
518,446,942.52 11,844,589,177.71
2,809,898.00 1,748,200,089.31 47,586,964,889.09

so: a =292903.80 and b = 10.6267
The regression line is: y = 292903.80 + 10.6267·xᵢ
The value of regression quotient b = 10.6267 > 0
reveals the fact that the number of POS registered in
Romania, increases with approximately 10 unit when
the value transactions with cards at POSs issued in the
country increase with 1 million ron.
C. The identification of the regression equation
which adapts the connection between value
transactions of cash withdrawals from ATMs with cards
and number of ATM registered in Romania supposed to
follow these steps:
‾ Identifying the two variables: xi and yi

xi – factorial variable – Value transactions of cash
withdrawals from ATMs located in the country with
cards issued in the country;
yi – resultant variable – Number of ATM
registered in Romania.
Estimating the parameters for the linear
regression model: a and b
In the table 6, the intermediary values necessary
for applying least squares method are presented:

Table 6. The algorithm necessary for applying least squares method
Years
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Ʃ

Value transactions of cash withdrawals from
ATMs located in the country with cards issued in
the country
84,745.87
87,502.33
96,435.25
106,409.09
114,672.86
120,853.10
610,618.50

Knowing that n = 6, result:
6·a + 610618.50·b = 251801.00
610618.50·a + 63.216.509.073·b = 25764514336.81
so: a = 28815.67 and b = 0,1292247
The regression line is: y = 28815.67 + 0.1292·xᵢ
232

ATMs
38,296.00
39,933.00
43,068.00
43,757.00
43,397.00
43,350.00
251,801.00

x²ᵢ

xᵢyᵢ

7,181,863,183.31 3,245,427,995.97
7,656,657,876.23 3,494,230,571.45
9,299,756,990.96 4,153,273,246.16
11,322,893,458.92 4,656,142,350.52
13,149,865,783.96 4,976,458,287.71
14,605,471,779.61 5,238,981,885.00
63,216,509,073.00 25,764,514,336.81
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The value of regression quotient b = 0.1292247>0
reveals the fact that the number of ATM, increases with
approximately 0.1292 unit when the value transactions
of cash withdrawals from ATMs with cards increase
with 1 million ron.

Fα;k;n-k-1 = F0,05;1;4 = 7.71
Test F statistics were calculated. To calculate the
statistics of test F, it has been used EXCEL software
[1].
The assessment of final decision for testing the
model validity depending on the Fc value:
If Fc > Fα;k;n-k-1, then H0 is rejected, the
regression model is statistically valid;
If Fc < Fα;k;n-k-1, then H0 is supposed true,
the regression model is not statistically valid.
The necessary values for validity analysis of the
regression model have been obtained as follows:
A. Validity analysis of the regression model
between number payments and value payments with
cards:

3.3. Testing the validity of the regression
model
Testing the validity of the regression model
assumes the following steps [5]:
Null hypothesis – H0: the model is not valid
Alternate hypothesis– H1: the model is valid
Testing the validity of the model in report with data
is to be applied F test (Fisher Snedecor) [2].
It was set a significance level α = 5% (a generic
threshold, for a trust level of 95%) and to be able to
obtain the rejection region limit:

Table 7. Table ANOVA with necessary values for validity analysis of the regression model
df
Regression
Residual
Total

1
4
5

SS
2.13E+08
1087291
2.15E+08

MS
2.13E+08
271822.6

From the Table 7 results that, in the case of
these two analyzed indicators – number payments
and value payments with cards, Fc = 785.36258 >
Fα;k;n-k-1 = 7.71, then H0 is to be rejected, the
model of regression being statistically valid.

F
785.36158

Significance F
9.64571E-06

B. Validity analysis of the regression model
between value transactions at POSs with cards and
number of POS:

Table 8. Table ANOVA with necessary values for validity analysis of the regression model
df
Regression
Residual
Total

SS
12801734807
2042413611
14844148417

1
4
5

MS
12801734807
510603402.7

From the Table 8 results that, in the case of these
two analyzed indicators – value transactions at POSs
with cards and number of POS, Fc = 25.07177 >
Fα;k;n-k-1=7.71, then H0 is to be rejected, the model of

F
25.07177731

Significance
F
0.007452542

regression being statistically valid.
C. Validity analysis of the regression model
between value transactions of cash withdrawals from
ATMs with cards and number of ATM

Table 9. Table ANOVA with necessary values for validity analysis of the regression model
df
Regression
Residual
Total

1
4
5

SS
17935017.4
8052269.47
25987286.8

MS
17935017.36
2013067.368
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8.90929814

Significance F
0.040544141
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From the table 9 results that, in the case of these
two analyzed indicators – value transactions of cash
withdrawals from ATMs with cards and the number of
ATM, Fc = 8.9092 > Fα;k;n-k-1 = 7.71, then H0 is to be
rejected, the model of regression being statistically
valid.
In tables 7, 8 and 9 an element also appears that
reflects the validity of the model: Significance F. If the
achieved value of this element is smaller than 0.05 then
is rejected H0.
In application of point A, Significance Fᴀ=
9.64571E-06 < 0.05, from where results that the
regression model is statistically invalid.
In other applications from point B and C,
Significance Fᴃ = 0.00745 < 0.05 and respectively
Significance Fᴄ = 0.04054 < 0.05, from where results
that the regression model is statistically valid.

Tabel 11. Values for R, R2, RR2 and SE parameters
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.928660063
R Square
0.862409513
Adjusted R Square
0.828011891
Standard Error
22596.53519
Observations
6
In this case the value of Multiple R is
0.928660063. There is also a strong connection
between value transactions at POSs with cards and
number of POS. R Square is 0.862409513. 86.24% of
variation of POSs terminals is due to the value
transactions at POSs with cards. Standard Error is
22596.53519.
C. Correlation analysis report (Multiple R) to
measure the intensity rate between indicators - value
transactions of cash withdrawals from ATMs with cards
and number of ATM:

3.4. Establishing and testing Multiple R
Multiple R, in statistics, is used to measure the
intensity rate for a connection between a resultative
variable and a factorial variable [6], while in
econometrics is introduced also in the validation stage
of linear regression model. These tables will present:
Multiple R (R), R Square (R2), Adjusted R Square (RR2)
and Standard Error (SE):
A. Correlation analysis report (Multiple R) to
measure the intensity rate between indicators - number
payments and value payments with cards:

Tabel 12. Values for R, R2, RR2 and SE parameters
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.830750155
R Square
0.690145819
Adjusted R Square
0.612682274
Standard Error
1418.826053
Observations
6

Tabel 10. Values for R, R2, RR2 and SE parameters
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.997463089
R Square
0.994932614
Adjusted R Square
0.993665767
Standard Error
521.3661332
Observations
6

In this case the value of Multiple R is
0.830750155 and there is a strong connection between
the two indicators - value transactions of cash
withdrawals from ATMs with cards and number of ATM.
R Square is 0.690145819 and indicates that the
percent influence of the value of transactions of cash
withdrawals from ATMs with cards on ATMs is
approximately 69.01%. Standard Error is 1418.826053.

The value of Multiple R is 0.997463089. This
shows that, between the number of payments and the
value payments with cards there is a strong connection.
R Square is 0.994932614 and indicates that the
number of payments has a strong influence of the value
payments with cards, whit approximate 99.49%.
Standard Error is 521.3661332.
B. Correlation analysis report (Multiple R) to
measure the intensity rate between indicators - value
transactions at POSs with cards and number of POS:

3.5. Testing the significance and estimating
the linear regression model parameters on trust
intervals
In the sample regression model has the form: yi =
a + b·xi
Testing the significance of parameters a and b
has taken into account the size of selected sample.
Because n<6, it must be applied Student test [2]. The
necessary elements for testing parameters and
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establishing the trust intervals were determined using
EXCEL [1] and are presented in an ANOVA tables.

A. Testing the signification the linear model
parameters using data from the indicators - number
payments and value payments with cards:

Table 13. The necessary elements for testing parameters (α, β) and establishing the trust intervals

Intercept
X Variable 1

Coefficients
3269.201753
129.1429527

Standard
Error
709.4187086
4.608248466

t Stat
4.608282
28.0243

Intercept - the free term appears under form of a
quotient. The value of quotient 3269.201753 indicates
the fact that, in the condition of remaining constant the
value payments then the number payments have been
established at a value of 129.14.
Coefficients - contain estimates of the coefficients.
From the values shown in table 13, the estimated
model results in this case is:
y = 3269.20 + 129.14·xᵢ

P-value
0.0099685
9.646E-06

Lower 95%
1299.539652
116.3484038

Upper 95%
5238.86385
141.937502

degrees of freedom. This value is just the right t value
reported Stat. I mean 4.608282= 3269.201753/
709.4187086.
Due to tca = 4608282, and the significance
threshold P -value is 0.0099685 < 0.05, that means the
respective quotient a is statistical significant. The lower
limit of the trusting interval for this parameter is positive,
which is established at the value of 1299.53, and the
upper limit reaches till the value of 5238.86.
Due to tcb = 28.0243, and the significance
threshold P -value is 9.646E-06 < 0.05, means that
respective quotient b is statistical significant. The lower
limit of the trusting interval for this parameter is positive,
which is established at the value of 116.3484038, and
the upper limit reaches till value of 141.937502.
P -value- critical bilateral t test probability
assumptions specified in t Stat. For α = 0.05
significance threshold can reject the hypothesis of
nullity of the constant term (0.0099685 < 0.05 and
9.646E-06 < 0.05).

Both the distributional assumptions of the linear
model and the calculated values of coefficients derived
from normal distributions make statistical verification of
the coefficients [6] possible.
Standard Error - (standard deviation of the
distribution coefficient) is 709.4187086.
State t - statistic t for verifying the hypothesis H0:
αᵢ = 0 against the alternative hypothesis H1: αᵢ ≠ 0.
Under the null hypothesis, it is demonstrated that
the ratio of the coefficient and standard error of the
coefficient follow a Student distribution with (n - p)

Figure 4. Residues chart - independent variable X1 - number payments with cards
The points in the figure can be considered in a
horizontal stripe region which does not contradict the
assumptions of normality of errors. Strip uniform
dispersion reflects the consistency of the residues for
all the independent variable X1 - number payments with
cards.

B. Estimating the linear regression model
parameters on trust interval using data from the two
indicators - value transactions at POSs with cards and
number of POS:
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Table 14. The necessary elements for testing parameters (α, β) and establishing the trust intervals
Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95%
Intercept
292903.8017
36226.4992 8.085346589
0.0012715 192322.9153 393484.6881
X Variable 1 10.6267138
2.122298287 5.007172587 0.007452542 4.734269112 16.51915849
The value of quotient 292903.8017 indicates the
fact that, in the condition of remaining constant the
POSs terminals, then the value transactions at POSs
with cards have been established at a value of
10.6267138.
From the values shown in Table 14 the estimated
model results in this case is:

respective quotient a is statistical significant. The lower
limit of the trusting interval for this parameter is positive,
which is established at the value of 192322.9153, and
the upper limit reaches till the value of de 393484.6881.
Due to tcb = 5.007172587, and the significance
threshold P -value is 0.007452542 < 0.05, means that
respective quotient b is statistical significant. The lower
limit of the trusting interval for this parameter is positive,
which is established at the value of 4.734269112, and
the upper limit reaches till a value of 16.51915849.
For α = 0.05 significance threshold can reject the
hypothesis of nullity of the constant term (0.0012715 <
0.05 and 0.007452542 < 0.05).

y = 292903.80 + 10.6267·xᵢ
Standard Error is 36226.4992. Statistic t for
verifying the hypothesis H0: αᵢ = 0 against the
alternative hypothesis H1: αᵢ ≠ 0.
Due to tca = 8.085346589, and the significance
threshold P -value is 0.0012715< 0.05, that means the

Figure 5. Residues chart - independent variable X1 -value transactions at POSs with cards
The points from figure no.5 are in a horizontal
strip region therefore it does not contradict the
assumptions of normality of errors. Strip uniform
dispersion reflects the consistency of the residues for
all the independent variable X1 - value transactions at

POSs with cards.
C. Estimating the linear regression model
parameters on trust interval using data from the two
indicators - value transactions of cash withdrawals from
ATMs with cards and number of ATM:

Table 15. The necessary elements for testing parameters ( α, β) and establishing the trust intervals
Coefficients Standard Error
t Stat
P-value
Lower 95%
Upper 95%
Intercept
28815.6715
4443.889959 6.484335068 0.00291599 16477.45497 41153.88802
X Variable 1 0.129224664
0.043293597 2.984844744 0.04054414 0.00902237 0.249426959
y = 28815.67 + 0.1292·xᵢ
Standard Error is 4443.889959. Statistic t for
verifying the hypothesis H0: αᵢ = 0 against the
alternative hypothesis H1: αᵢ ≠ 0.
Under the null hypothesis is demonstrated that the
ratio of the coefficient and standard error of the

The value of quotient 28815.6715 indicates the
fact that, in the condition of remaining constant the
value payments then the number payments have been
established at a value of 0,129224664.
From the values shown in Table 15 results the
model estimated in this case is:
236
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coefficient follows a Student distribution with (n - p)
degrees of freedom. This report is just the right t value
reported Stat. I mean 6.484335068 = 28815.6715/
4443.889959.
Due to tca = 6.484335068, and the significance
threshold P -value is 0.00291599 < 0.05, that means
the respective quotient a is statistical significant. The
lower limit of the trusting interval for this parameter is
positive, established at the value of 16477.45497, and
the upper limit reaches till the value of 41153.88802.

Due to tcb = 2.984844744, and the significance
threshold P -value is 0.04054414 < 0.05, means that
respective quotient b is statistical significant. The lower
limit of the trusting interval for this parameter is positive,
which is established at the value of 0.00902237, and
the upper limit reaches till the value of 0.249426959.
For α = 0.05 significance threshold can reject the
hypothesis of nullity of the constant term (0.00291599 <
0.05 and 0.04054414 < 0.05).

Figure 6. Residues chart - independent variable X1 – value transactions of cash withdrawals from ATMs with cards
In the last figure the points are in a horizontal
stripe region therefore it does not contradict the
assumptions of normality of errors. Strip uniform
dispersion reflects the consistency of the residues for
all the independent variable X1 - value transactions of
cash withdrawals from ATMs with cards.

compared to 2316.43 million 2014 ron registered in
2009.
Given that there are 55 million of cash
withdrawals from ATMs and only 43 million POS
transactions in a quarter, there are more than one and
a half million users who use the cards only for
withdrawals at ATMs.
During the analyzed period there is a tendency to
increase the volumes of cash withdrawn from ATMs
(120853.10 million ron in 2014 compared to 84745.87
million ron in 2009).
The amount paid by card at POS reached at
22769.43 million ron in 2014 compared to 11084.14
million ron in 2009, although the number of transactions
increased substantially.
In 2014, the value of cash payments (120853.10
million ron) after withdrawals from ATMs, remains
considerably higher than the amount remaining on the
cards, thus used to make purchases at merchants
(22769.43 million ron).

4. Conclusions
The results have revealed that there are strong
links between all the variables analyzed. Thus,
increasing by 1 million the number of payments with
cards entails an increase in the level of payments value
of 129 million ron.
On the one hand, increase by 1million value of
transactions with cards at POSs determines
supplementation with approximatively 10 units of POS
terminals. On the other hand, increase with 10 million
ron the value of cash transactions from ATMs with
withdrawals by cards creates the premises to open a
new ATM.
The number of payment transactions with cards
reached in the year 2014 to 218.09 million ron,
registering a new record in the market of cards, up from
86.09 million RON in 2009. This trend clearly shows
that the Romanians used increasingly shopping cards,
although the value of transactions remains fairly low
levels (30836.10 million ron). Most payments are made
with debit cards whose value has risen to 25732.95
million ron in 2014 compared to 11755.45 million ron in
2009. At the same time, the volume of transactions with
credit cards is growing, reaching 5103.15 million ron
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